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    Excavating the essential knowledge of attribute of the thing, we conclude the 
attribute of higher education be of objective and conditional and inclusive and 
multifarious and unlimited, and know the commodity and the manufacture and the 
politics etc. are attributes of higher education. Take the commodity to say. Higher 
education being of the commodity, then the commodity is objective and emerges 
practically under some condition. So, taking higher education as commodity should 
not to say “cannot” but say “it depends”. It explains the commodity of higher 
education cannot emerge under planned economy, yet emerges under market economy. 
But whether taking higher education as commodity, the government，s choice is crucial. 
It explains some countries take higher education as commodity but some take it as 
welfare cake. Because the attribute of higher education is multifarious, and emergence 
of it depends crucially on the government，s choice, it is easy to understand high 
education appears to be the politics some time and appears to be the economy some 
times and appears to be the culture some time. But government，s choice cannot go 
against the conditional of the attribute, which may explain that taking higher 
education as commodity is successful in some place but failed in another. So we 
obtain a new angle of view: the macroscopic practice of higher education depends on 
government，s choice to the attribute of higher education. It confirms it from the whole 
practice of higher education in America and China combed in the angle of view. 
The angle of view is beneficial to examine the root cause of error on the 
argument of industrialization etc. of higher education, and beneficial to understand the 
mistake of the version that “if the government wants to give higher education some 
attribute, the practice of higher education will emerge it”, and also beneficial to find 
the breach of reform of higher education. From this angle of view, research will 
indicate that China should let the commodity and the produce of higher education 
emerge, and the tendency of higher education is the culture and the training-people of 
it will emerge. 
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